The Network of Big Data Centers of Excellence in Europe


Programme for DataFest2017 Announced

DataLab have announced the programme for DataFest2017 including Data Summit (23-24 March), Data Talent Scotland (22 March), & Training and Fringe events across the country from 20 March. Confirmed speakers include: Nuria Oliver & Hannah Fry.

http://www.datafest-global/blog/what-is-datafest

New Courses Portal at EDSA

New courses available for self-study, MOOC, Face-to-face and blended learning courses at the European Data Science Academy courses portal. New design allows easier access to free and paid for courses in data science. Sign up to our courses today by going to http://courses.edsa-project.eu/.
Open Data Awards 2016: open innovators from around the world

On 30 October, the Open Data Institute celebrated its third annual Open Data Awards, honouring innovation and excellence in open data across the world.


Launch of New School of Data Science

The Amsterdam School of Data Science has its official launch on 24 March 2017. Developed from a partnership between CWI, HvA, UvA and VU, the School marks a new effort to intensify cooperation between these providers in order to meet increasing global demand for Data Science expertise.